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metroid and metroid prime are both side-
scrolling platform/roguelike action games.
in brawl and ultimate , samus represents
the former and link represents the latter.
the ending of brawl also ended with samus
removing her helmet in true metroid
fashion if kirby had defeated all of the
metroids. samus appears during the credits
of ultimate as well, but this time giving
kirby a heart star, instead of removing her
helmet. the "alarm ring" in this stage's
name is a reference to the "alarm clock" in
"a" “red alarm” without “yellow alarm”
from “green alarm” (two of the original nes-
era kirby titles). the alarm cue would be a
frequent pop-in in those games. although
this alarm ring is different from all previous
alarm rings in the same game. taking place
on the milky way, both players start near
the bottom-left corner of the screen, and
the starting positions are not fixed; kirby
can be anywhere on the scene, as usual.
both players start with one copy of kirby
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super star ultra, which is the only way to
play this stage. once the match starts, both
players start shooting each other with their
fire balloons. after every two rounds of
shots, a sort of trash can drop below the
level, leaving a lot of garbage for the
taking. every round of balloon shooting
during the match includes fireballs of
various colors, and at the end of the
match, the color of the most recently taken
balloon will turn black, so that it can easily
be confused for a balloon. at the end of the
match, if either player has 2 or 3 hearts,
they will get a "final smash", which follows
the rules of the name of the character
(except for the flaming star in kirby super
star), and is also decided at the end of
each round of balloon shots. a stage is
named at the end of the match: super
smash bros.. while the numbers of hearts
given to players for the final smash is fixed,
the number of fire balloons shot per round
is variable.
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as a tie-in to the release of mario golf, the
stage is a name change for the classic
super mario bros. level "skips." for this

stage, mario is using his golf clubs instead
of his super mario bros. power ups. a set of

four blue mushrooms (the one with the
green banana on it) is hidden in this stage,

which can be used to block the other
player's projectiles with no effect. in similar
fashion to how gunstar, wario, and waddle
dee are featured in the warioware series,

this stage features six troopas from kirby's
dream land 2. it also goes past the four-

stage cap for warioware games. the stage
is a new multi-space version of the chaos

palace in kirby super star. a gigantic
rainbow-colored block will appear on top of
the screen if the player loses a life, while
kirby is gone. players can remain in the

final space for as long as they want, unless
an enemy touches them, at which point
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they will be erased from the board. if the
opponent strikes the block while it is in the
final space, it will fall into the sea below,

thereby ending the match. kirby falls onto
the courtyard of the castle in kirby's dream

land 2 as a tribute to the castle in the
original game. while this stage is in the
omega version, it is the only one that is
part of the three-space limit; thus, it is

accessible to both 8- and 16-bit players, as
opposed to other omega stages, which are
not playable for any players but those with
a 16-bit game boy player adapter. the main

story mode is the same story mode that
would be carried over into the later game,
kirby: double trouble! it is up to the player
to defeat various bosses in order to save

the mushroom world. this game takes
place on the same world as the first four
kirby games. there are also a few secret
bosses and optional missions to go on.
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